RA 535 IBCT

Cleanfix presents the smallest ride-on scrubber dryer
Sit in comfort instead of trailing behind – and at the same time
manoeuvrable and narrow like a walk-behind model. A fairy tale? No, this is
what the new ride-on scrubber dryer RA 535 IBCT from Cleanfix has to
offer, first demonstrated at Interclean in Amsterdam. The tight curve
radius, narrow passage width and economic efficiency are revolutionary.

Cleanfix RA 535 IBCT

Small but perfectly formed. The new ride-on scrubber dryer RA 535 IBCT is smaller
and more manoeuvrable than expected. This is particularly appreciated not just in
supermarkets, but also by every caretaker. For example, it is often very difficult to
clean in cramped school exits: all sorts of things are in the way and have to be driven
around.
Just right for the new RA 535 IBCT – small, manoeuvrable, fast and in addition
convenient. It is used in cleaning hard and elastic flooring in industry, trade and public
institutions. The machine is so small that it fits into every lift.
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RA 535 IBCT

RA 535 IBCT from Cleanfix fits into every lift

Integrated charger
The scrubber-dryer features an integrated charger, located inside the machine,
protected against wet. After use, open the battery compartment, unreel the cable and
simply plug in – to charge the batteries.

Battery charger with charging plug

CADS (Cleanfix Advanced Dosing System)
Using the optional CADS (Cleanfix Advanced Dosing System) ensures that the right
amount of detergent is added to the fresh water. Before beginning work, simply set
the chemical concentration desired on the operating panel, connect the canister and
off you go. This allows you to save up to 50% in chemicals, preserving both your
budget and the environment. Chemical precipitation in the fresh water tank is a thing
of the past. The chemicals can be changed quickly, without having to discard the
entire fresh water tank. The operator no longer comes into contact with the cleaning
fluid.
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Chemical canister integrated in the machine

Chemical dosage is set on the operating panel

Operation
The filling hose guarantees easy filling of fresh water. The machine is ready for
operation at the push of a button. The brush and suction base lower fully
automatically. The operator depresses the accelerator – cleaning begins. Thanks to
the charging indicator display on the operating panel, drivers can see how much
longer they can drive at all times. The comfortable seat guarantees fatigue-free work.
The suction base is installed directly behind the scrubbing brush beneath the vehicle
and protected and as a result, it cannot get stuck. This makes looking backwards
unnecessary – full concentration ahead. As a result, cleaning is up to twice as fast as
with a walk-behind model.

Full speed ahead with Cleanfix RA 535 IBCT
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Simply fill with fresh water
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Special features
The dirty water tank of the RA 535 IBCT is easy to open and clean. The big wheels
ensure absolute safety while driving. Emptying of the dirty and fresh water occurs
through the two tubes attached to the back of the machine. The machine can be
optionally fitted with a HEPA filter. Allergy sufferers in particular appreciate the
99.99 % clean exhaust air.
Comparison
Fatigue-free
Manoeuvrability
Economic efficiency
Value for money
Clearness

Standard
Ride-on
XXX
X
XX
X
X

Stand-up

Walk-behind

X
XXX
XX
XX
XX

X
XX
X
XX
X

Cleanfix
RA 535 IBCT
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX = above average
XX = average
X
= below average
INOX – version
For demanding applications and requirements the RA 535 IBCT is also available in the
INOX version, especially for indoor swimming pools and cheese dairy, where
environmental conditions are very special.
Key technical data
Scrubbing width
Suction width
Turning circle
Cleaning speed
Top speed
Theoretical surface capacity
Autonomy
Fresh water tank
Dirty water tank
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53 cm
60 cm
150 cm
3-5 km/h
5 km/h
2650 m2/h
2.3 h
55 l
55 l
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Cleanfix
Cleanfix is constantly researching market needs and adapts its development of
innovations accordingly. Particular attention is paid to the environment, with Cleanfix
machines being made from metal and plastic – materials that are almost fully
recyclable. Cleanfix stands for top Swiss quality, innovative ideas and sustainable
production.
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Cleanfix Reinigungssysteme AG
Stettenstrasse
9247 Henau
Tel. +41 71 955 47 47
Fax +41 71 955 47 60
info@cleanfix.com
www.cleanfix.com
Queries about specialist articles:
Ursi Hasler
ursi.hasler@cleanfix.com
www.cleanfix.com
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